
Thank you for your purchase.
For best results, please review the following instructions:

HOW TO APPLY WALL STICKERS

.You can apply your wall stickers to any smooth flat surface, but make sure it is clean of dirt and completely dry.
 If you are applying the wall stickers to a newly painted wall, make sure it has been 2-3 weeks since it was painted.
.When you first receive your package, you will want to unroll the decal and inspect it. It is okay if there 
 are any folds or creases from shipment - because the vinyl is pliable, any folds will not be visible once installed.

With the paper tape, attach and align the sticker on the
wall and pass over with the squeegee to flat the transfer
paper, the vinyl and the liner. 

Beggining from the center of the sticker (over the tape)
paddle up and down until you reach the end of the
design, always from the middle to the borders.

Remove the paper tape and repeat de 3rd step,
this time on the right side.

Wait about 10 to 15 minutes. Afterwards gently begin to 
remove the transfer layer, pulling backwards and parallel to
the wall. Confirm that your new decoration stays on the wall.

Apply another paper tape vertically right in the middle.
This will be the final position for your sticker.

Grab the left half and gently pull the transfer paper (the first layer). 
The vinyl should stick to this transfer, if not try to squeegee a 
little bit more on that zone. Then, cut the paper liner (last layer).

If you require any help or advice when applying your decal please don’t hesitate to contact us on
support@moonwallstickers.com or watch our instructional video online at www.moonwallstickers.com

USEFUL ITEMS TO HAVE ON HAND:
Scissors
Paper / Painters Tape
Squeegee (included in the order)
Hair dryer

To remove, apply gentle heat (i.e. from a hair-drier) to soften the adhesive. Carefully lift a corner of the sticker and then peel away.
Due to variatons in wall surfaces, moonwallstickers.com cannot be held responsible for damage to surfaces or the sticker during application.

Large decals can be very tricky to apply; you must make sure that the centre line is taught, extra tape could be necessary to ensure this
can be achieved, then special care is needed to make sure the graphic is applied slowly ensuring it is applied flat and no ripples appear 
during application, sometimes it’s best to just apply a foot at a time instead of a full half.
If you do get any ripples or areas that don’t stick sufficiently these can normally be corrected by gently heating the area with a hairdryer,
this softens the vinyl a little and then use your squeegee to smooth out the area, sometimes it may also be necessary to prick
with a pin the area near the edge to let the air escape and then smooth towards where the air can escapwith a pin the area near the edge to let the air escape and then smooth towards where the air can escape. 
Caution must be taken when heating as too much heat will ruin the decal, start with the smallest problem area and just wave the hairdryer
over the area quickly then try to smooth.


